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Biography  

Terry was born in Seoul in 1954 and immigrated to Canada in 1974. He subsequently graduated from the 
University of Waterloo with a major degree in electrical engineering and a minor in management science.  

He has started his career with M/A COM Canada designing various passive and active microwave 
components including low noise amplifier and solid state power amplifier for Kuband Direct Broadcast 
Satellite system. He was later promoted to a project manager responsible for developing stateoftheart Hybrid 
Microwave Integrated Circuit (HMIC) technology. During this time, he also has completed all courses for 
M.A.Sc. degree requirement at the University of Waterloo, specialized in the field of microwave and 
semiconductors.  

In 1983, he joined BELTronics Canada as the Director of Engineering. During his short 3 years stay, 
the company grew from $3 million to $97 million with a single product, a radar detector. Terry also led a joint 
Gallium Arsenide Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits (GaAs MMIC) design team between BEL and 
TriQuint. The team successfully developed the first GaAs MMIC Kaband dual downconverting single chip 
receiver for the radar detector front end application.  

Since 1987, he has been the founder, President and CEO of TRL Microwave Technology Inc. TRL 
is a leading R&D center in the field of broadband wireless communication system and advanced microwave 
products, fully programmable Software Defined Radio (SDR) transceivers being the latest in 2007.  

Since 2002, he has been a cofounder, CEO and CTO of SST Wireless Inc. SST is in the business 
of wireless sensors and sensor networks with a vision of “one million sensors a day”. SST is currently 
developing technology and product platforms to accomplish its vision. MicroNanoTechnology (MNT) based 
single chip Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) development being the latest in 2007.  

He has been a key speaker and lecturer in several international conferences and seminars. He has 
served on the board and treasurer of Canada West Telecom Group, a marketing oriented industry 
association for western Canadian telecom companies. He has also served as the president of BC chapter of 
the Association of Korean Canadian Scientist & Engineers.  

Terry is married to YoungAe (forever Young ^^) since 1977 and a proud farther of three children 
Lana (‘79), David (‘80) and Anna (‘85). He plays solo cornet part at a local Little Mountain Brass Band 
and enjoys classic  


